I. INTRODUCTION
Decision diagrams (DDs) are data structures to represent discrete functions. DDs are derived from decision trees (DTs) by reduction of nodes and edges. This concept originates in the representations of discrete sets [17] . Applications of DDs to switching functions [I] and to multiple-valued (MV) fiinctions [49] are well known. The present interest, in DDs sprang up after the publication of [4] . A variety of DDs have been proposed to represent different classes of discrete functions by using compact DDs.
We encountered 43 different DDs in the last several years. Their mathematical classification is important and useful for both theoretical and practical applications. We attempt t,o show the first publication for each DD. When the same or similar DDs were presented by different authors at, about the same time, we refer to an easily accessible publication. Suggestions and corrections for this welcomed. To classify different DDs, we focus on the algebraic structures where the represented functions are defined. We refer to the corresponding DTs, since they do not depend on peculiar properties of represented functions. The traiisforiiis used in spectral interpretation of DDs are derived or closely related to the Fourier txansforms on finite groups. Recursise structure of DTs corresponds to tlie recursive block striict,iire of the related t,ransform matrices. Thus, they are defined as the Kronecker product' of some basic transform matrices. This Kronecker product corresponds to the direct product' of siibgroups G; in representation for G, and in that way, to the structure of the DT. To each constitileiit subgroup G; of G a basic transform inat,ris Q; is assigned. Written in the symbolic notat,ion, Q; determines the decomposition rule applied at the nodes a t the i-th level in the DT [44] . The same consideration or relationships between DTs and spectral transforms extends to s p e c t d transforms on non-Abelian groups in terms of tlie generalized matrix multiplications [48] .
A. Domain

CLASSIFICATION OF DDS BY, DOMAINS
A. DDs on Dyadic Groups
A . l Bit-level DDs
B i n m y DDs (BDDs) [4] represent switching fiiiictions f :
B'" + B , where n, is the number of input, variables. -4 BDD represent f graphically by recursive application of the Shannon decoinpositioiis as a disjoin,t sum-of-products expression [32] , [33] .
Functional DDs (FDDs) [15] [33] . These DDs represent, n r i o u s AND-EXOR expressions [33] , [28] ~ so the?; are denoted as AND-EXOR related DDs.
Unified DDs (UDDs) [lG] represent .AND-OR/EXOR expressions: where each node has an operation. Thus, UDDs are DDs with operational nodes.
In Ternmry DDs (TDDs), each node has three outgoing edges. In TDD-U [14] , outgoing edges correspond to logical 0,1, and unspecified value 11 (don't care). TDDUs represent incompletely specified switching functions, which formally, can be considered as functions in GF (3) .
In other TDDs [31] , the first two edges point to the [36] .
If the elements of G F ( p ) are interpreted as the first, 11 non-negative integers of C , then MDDs can represent fiiiictions P" + C [20] , [43] . In this case: MDDs are generalized by allowing complex-numbers for the constant nodes. 
C. DDs on Arbitrary Abelian Groups
Generalization of DDs for functions on arbitrary Xbeliaii groups into an arbitrary field assumes that the domain group G of order /GI = 9 is represented as G = x:="=,G' ;:
(1) 
D. DDs on non-Abelian Groups
If the domain group G is an Abelian group represented as in (1) Fourier DDs on finite non-Abelian groups with, Preprocessing (FNAPDDs) [46] are an extension of FNADDs to 1nat)rix-valued functions. Thus, FNADDs are the matrixvalued DDs (invFNAPDDs). Unlike mvFNADDs, in mvFNAPDDs: all tlie constant nodes are matrices. In application to number-valued functions, they take advantages in the matrix notation in both original and spectral domain. The number-valued versions of FNAPDDs (nvFNAPDDs) are defined by representation of matrix-valued constant nodes by DDs of small sizes. Table 1 classifies DDs with respect to the range of the represented functions. These DDs have numbers. binary vectors. and matrices in constant nodes. In TDD-Us. a constant node may have T-alue U. which represents don't care in incompletely specified switching functions. Fourier DDs on Abelian or "Abelian groups may be defined over G F ( p ) or over C. 
CLASSIFIC.4TION OF DDS BY RANGES
IV. UNIFIED INTERPRETATION OF DDs
Previous discussion and analysis of DTs briefly suinmarizes spectral interpretation of DDs. It shows that each DT is based on a spectral transform That means. a given f is assigned to a DT by the decomposition with respect to a spectral tmnsform. In a DT, the values of constant nodes are the spectral transform coefficient>s. Therefore, DDs represent f in the form of spectral txansforin expressions. In the case of T;I'DDs, and Fourier DDs, these are Fourier series expansions. In other cases, they are Fourier series-like expansions for f . The identical mapping is involved as a trivial example of spectral transforins.
The weights in edge-valued DDs are the partial spectral trailsforin coefficients, or are determined by the factorization of spectral transform coefficients. However: in both cases the edge-valued DDs represents f in the form of spectral transforin expressions for f . 
VI. CLOSING REMARKS
In this paper: we classified 1:arious DDs for discrete functions, first wit,li respect, to the domain of the represented functions, and second with respect to the range of tlie functions. DDs on the same doinaiii are derived from tlie DTs of the equal st,ructures, but can be different with respect to the decomposition rules as well as the range for the represented functions. We considered integer and complex-valued coiiiit,erparts of DDs for switching and MV functions, respectively. Furthermore, we classified DDs with respect. to spectral transforins used in definition of the corresponding DTs. [GI E.M. 
